3o8        .	THE AGE OF REASON
Louis was met by suggestions for ' second thoughts' jby advice
that he should choose Maurepas after all. The weak monarch
hesitated, considered, and decided to change his mind. A
courtier was dispatched at once to catch the bearer of the letter to
Machault. As it happened, the page with the letter had dekyed
a few minutes in starting because, as he was mounting his
horse, he found that one of his spurs was missing. These few
minutes changed the destiny of France. The departure of the
page was stopped, the letter was returned to the King, the
address endorsed upon it was altered from M. de Machault
to M. de Maurepas, and again it was sent on its way.1 From
that moment neither Louis nor his Government ever displayed
a power of continuous decision and steady policy.
The * affair ' of fatparlements is an instance of this indecision
and lack of steadiness.  Ever since the days of the Fronde
(1649), and, indeed, long before that, there had been more or
less open opposition between the Crown and the parkments.
These law-courts (there were twelve of them, including the
parlement of Paris) consisted of magistrates, who were, in effect,
hereditary, because their office could be purchased and secured
for life; so each judge of a parlement as a matter of course
purchased the reversion of his office for his son or nephew.
The members of the parlementsy in effect, were a legal aris-
tocracy, powerful, independent, learned, and upright, though
rather tenacious of their privileges.  Royal edicts were reg-
istered with the parlement of Paris, which therefore claimed the
right of refusing to register.  This was one of the sources of
quarrel with the Crown. Finally Maupeou, the last Chancellor
of Louis XV, had advised the Crown to abolish the parlement of
Paris, and either to abolish or to restrict the powers of the other
parlements.  " Is France to be subject to twelve aristocracies ?"
he said to the King. The King agreed with the Chancellor;
and on January 19, 1771, all the judges of the parlement of
Paris were exiled, by lettre de cachet, to the country. Restrictions
were pkced on the provincial parlements. Anew parlement, witha
new constitution, was organized, and fresh magistrates appointed
1 S£gur, op. dt., vol. i, pp. 40-41;  Mtmoires de Madame de Cantpan.

